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Embedded Type Touch Monitor
Manual

Note: The products in this manual are subject to the actual
product, and the technical parameters of the products are
subject to change without prior notice.

Please read this instruction manual carefully before using the
products, and keep it in a safe place.No full or partial
reproduction of this instruction in any form is permitted without
the written authorization of the Company.

10.1
INCH
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Advise the user
Dear user：

Thank you for purchasing our new generation of touch display products. We sincerely

hope that this product will bring you with new visual enjoyment.

Before using these products, please read all the instructions for safe operation in this

manual. It will let you enjoy the various functions of this machine and provide

convenience for your use.

In order to facilitate you to quickly master the basic operation of the product, we have

compiled this instruction manual. The contents of the manual are in the process of

compiling. We try our best to avoid mistakes and ensure that the information in the

manual is accurate and reliable. However, the contents of the manual cannot cover all the

problems that may be encountered during the use of the manual. Some contents can be

covered, but it may be No very detailed instructions were provided. We apologize for any

inconvenience caused.

The company is committed to continuously improving the performance and reliability

of its products. Therefore, the hardware configuration of this User's Guide may differ

slightly from the product you actually purchased, but this difference will not materially

affect your use of this product..

thank you for your cooperation!
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Important safety matters
Read before using this product

1.Read these precautions.

2.Keep these precautions in a safe place.

3.Pay attention to all warnings.

4.Follow all instructions.

5.Do not use this product near water.

6.Use only a dry cloth for cleaning.

7.Do not block any vents. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for installation.

8.Do not install this product near a heat source such as a radiator, thermostat, stove, or

other device that generates heat.

9.Do not damage the safety design of the polarity or grounding type plug. The polar plug

has a width and a narrow two tabs. The grounding type plug has two blades and a

grounding blade. Wide blades or grounding tabs are for safety purposes. When the

supplied plug cannot be inserted into the outlet, contact your electrician to replace it with

a suitable one.

10.Do not step on the power cord, do not put the main power cord at the plug,

convenience socket, and the part connected to the product.

11.Use only the connectors/accessories specified by the manufacturer. Use only carts,

platforms, tripods, stands, tables, etc., as specified by the manufacturer or sold with this

product. When using the cart to move the product, care should be taken to avoid injury

from tipping over.

12.Unplug this product's power cord during lightning storms or when unused for long

periods of time.

13.Commission professional maintenance personnel for repairs. This product should be

repaired if the product is damaged for any reason, such as damage to the power cord or

plug, liquid splashing or falling into the product, exposure to rain or moisture, abnormal

work, or falling.
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14.Repair when damaged, the product should be repaired by professional maintenance

personnel under the following conditions:

A. Power cord or plug is damaged

B. Items fall into or liquid splashes inside the product

C. This product suffers from rain

D. This product is not working properly or the performance has changed Significantly.

E. The product is dropped or the casing is damaged.

15.Tilting stability – The tilt and stability properties of all TV cabinet designs must

comply with the recommended international standards.

• Do not apply excessive tension on the front or top of the cabinet to break these design

standards, as this may eventually cause the product to tip over.

• Also, do not place electronic devices, toys, etc. on top of the case to avoid harm to you

or your child. These items may accidentally fall from the top and may result in damage to

the product and/or personal injury.

16.Entry of items and liquids – Avoid spilling or splashing objects or liquids through the

openings in the cabinet.

17.To maintain good ventilation, leave at least 10.16 to 15.24 cm of space around the

product. Do not place this product on a carpet.

18.Do not allow liquid to drip or splash onto the device.

19. Do not expose the device to rain or moisture, and do not place objects containing

liquids(such as vases) on the device.
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Note: The appearance of the interactive touch display is subject to the actual product.

The interactive touch display is the perfect application of humanized technology. It
combines advanced infrared touch technology and large-size digital full HD imaging
technology (set TV, computer, touch). Use your finger or stylus to touch, write, draw,
mark, and control the computer connected to it directly on the screen. The company
provides users with the perfect experience of "human-computer interaction" cutting-edge
humanized technology.

The main function
Precise touch:

The interactive touch display is also a high-precision touch display screen, which can
be easily clicked, dragged, etc. directly with a finger, a pen or other objects, and can
easily complete various operations instead of the mouse.

Human-computer interaction:
By connecting with the computer, the user can write and draw directly on the display

screen with a pen or finger.

Full HD display:
The inter-touch display also features high-resolution computer display, HDTV, video

monitor and more.

Product introduction
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Specifications

Display

Diagnoal Size: 10.1inch

Aspect Ratio: 16:10

LCD Technology: IPS

Resolution Ratio: 1920 x 1200

Brightness: 350 nit (cd/м2)

Contrast Ratio: 1000：1

Colors: 16.7M

Response Time: 5ms

Horizontal/vertical viewing angle: Full view 170°*170°.

Active Display Area: 216.96(H) x 135.6(V)

Touch Panel

Touch Technology: 10-point Projected Capacitive

Touchscreen Transparency: 87%

Touch Response Time: ≤10 ms

Touch intensity: >60M touches

Аnti-glare coating (on touch screen glass)

Outside
Material: metals

Colors: black

Power & Signal

Power Supply: DC 12V±5%

Temperature: Operating: -30...+50°С

Humidity: Operating: 20%~80%, Storage:10%~90%

Altitude: <3000 m

Signal interfaces: 1xHDMI (type A), 1xUSB (type B) - for touch screen,
1 x Buttons board interface

Buttons board Power and buttons for OSD control not integrated into the monitor

Note: As the product is continuously upgraded, actual parameters and operations may
differ slightly from the manual without prior notice!

Technical specifications
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Bottom interface description (the panel is subject to the actual product)

A：10P 2.0 Connection terminal B：Touch USB
C：Input HDMI D：Input DC：12V

Touch the front of the monitor
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Processing drawings
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Keypad description (the panel is subject to the actual product)

A：10P 2.0 B:SW1 Menu C:SW2 Down
D：SW4 UP E: :SW5 ENTER F:SW5 POWER

Common button description：

1 SW1 MENU（Bring up menus and select items）

2 SW2 DOWN（Menu selection）

3 SW4 UP（Menu selection）

4 SW5 ENTER（Menu exit）

Button board description
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1：LANGUAGE

→SW1 MENU→SW2 DOWN→ →SW1 MENU→LANGUAGE

2:BRIGHTNES S

→SW1 MENU→SW2 DOWN→ →SW1 MENU→BRIGHTNESS

Menu operation guide
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3:RESET

→SW1 MENU→SW2 DOWN→ →SW1 MENU→RESET

4:COLOR TEMP.

→SW1 MENU→SW2 DOWN→ →SW1 MENU→COLOR TEMP.

5：Other instructions

→IMAGE（Available in VGA mode, optional features）

→MISC.

Menu operation guide
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Special Note:
The LCD interactive touch display is powerful and supports a variety of uses, including
external computer, TV, video, HDMI and other multimedia terminal equipment signal
sources.
1. Interactive touch display external terminal device

1.2, installation and wiring
(1). Connect the power of the LCD interactive touch display
Connect the touch-one unit to the AC~220V AC power supply with the supplied power
cord, press the power switch of the unit, the power indicator light is on, touch the
all-in-one to enter the standby state, and then press the “on” button on the button to
display the screen. No signal access to the machine will automatically stand by after 60
seconds.
Special Note:
In order to protect the touch machine from working properly and to prevent potential
safety hazards, please disconnect the power supply if you do not use the product for a
long time.
(2). Connect HDMI signal input
Use an HDMI cable to connect the LCD touch monitor to the terminal. Use the keypad to
set the input signal of this unit to HDMI, and the terminal screen will be displayed on this
unit.
(3).Connect the touch control line

Touch control line: USB cable

USB connection method:
Connect one end of the USB cable to the USB port of the computer and the other end

to the USB port of the interactive touchmonitor.

Special Note:
This product is shipped with a 5 meters USB touch communication cable. Please do not
use a USB cable of more than 8 meters, otherwise it will affect the touch effect.

2, interactive touch display touch screen guide
2.1, product touch screen with drive-free, plug-and-play function, using USB
communication, no need to install additional drivers.

Product use guide
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Special Note:
(1).When the product touches the USB port to the terminal device, there will be a
recognition process of 5 seconds and 10 seconds, and the identification is completed and
ready for use.

(2). The touch screen of this product can only use two or more touches when the terminal
device system supports multi-touch control.

2.2, touch screen use precautions
This type of touch screen uses infrared touch technology, the surface of the machine is
dirty, dust will affect the touch screen signal, so please keep the machine clean.Please
wipe the product screen with a clean, soft cotton cloth. Do not wipe with water.
The touch screen of this model touch-sensitive machine can resist up to 50000 LUX
(illuminance unit). Please do not use it in an environment with more than 50,000 LUX
brightness, otherwise it will affect the sensitivity and performance of the touch.

Product use guide
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Signal input troubleshooting
Fault phenomenon：HDMI no signal input
Cause Analysis：

1) The HDMI interface of the terminal equipment has malfunction.

2) HDMI signal line malfunction.

3) The signal source does not select the corresponding signal input options.

4) The signal line is not tightened.

processing method：

5) Re-connect the signal line and tighten it.

6) Select the corresponding signal input source.

7) Ensure that the computer's video output signal is normal.

Troubleshooting of Touch System
1、Fault Phenomenon: Touch deviation, finger touch position and mouse arrow do not

coincide.

Reason analysis: During the last correction operation, there was no vertical touch of the
center of the target.
Processing method: Re-calibration operation.

2、Fault phenomenon: Touch screen double-click is not very sensitive.

Reason analysis: Touch screen sensitivity is too high.
Processing method: Find out the calibration procedure and adjust the sensitivity.

3、 Fault phenomenon: The touch screen suddenly drifts, that is, the mouse pointer is not
in the position of the finger touch point.
Reason analysis: Touch screen using infrared or optical touch technology, will not produce
drift phenomenon, when suddenly the mouse pointer is not in the position of the finger
touch point, because the mouse pointer has a touch effect. For example, when the user
touches the screen, accidentally the sleeve touches the screen at the same time, it will
appear that the mouse pointer is not in the position of the finger touch point, which is not
a drift phenomenon.

Processing methods: In the use process, pay attention to the cuffs of clothes, do not touch
the touch screen, it is best to vertically touch and write.

Common troubleshooting
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4、Fault Phenomenon: Touch does not respond.
Cause analysis: This phenomenon may occur in the following circumstances

1 The installation of touch screen driver is wrong.

2 There are many different brand touch drivers installed in the terminal equipment,

and the software conflicts.

3 The operating system of the terminal equipment is out of order.

4 The interface (USB or serial) of the host of the terminal equipment has

malfunction.

5 Touch screen signal line (USB line or serial line) malfunction.

Processing methods:

1 Refer to the Touch Screen Driver Installation Wizard and reinstall the driver.

2 After uninstalling all the drivers in the terminal device, reinstall the touch screen

driver.

3 Contact the maintenance personnel of terminal equipment to solve the problem.

Contact the company's after-sales maintenance personnel or the company's
authorized local distributors.

5、Fault Phenomenon: Multipoint Unusable
Reason analysis: Multi-touch control is not possible.
Processing method: Ensure that the terminal device supports multi-point control.

Troubleshooting of the whole machine
Before contacting our after-sales service department, please make a simple check
according to the following instructions. If you can't queue up according to these
instructions, please write down the model and serial number of your LCD touch-in-one
machine and contact the local distributor.

No image
4 Check whether the power cord is connected to the AC power socket, the power

socket has been energized.
5 Check whether the switch key on the panel has been pressed.
6 Check the brightness and contrast settings of the image.
7 4. Check whether the correct signal source and channel are selected.

Common troubleshooting
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No image, or the image is black and white.
1 Adjust the color settings.
2 Check the color format.

The image is disturbed
3 Find out the interfering appliances and move away from the product.
4 Insert the power plug of the touch-in-one machine into another socket.

Image blurring or distortion
1 Check whether the power supply has electromagnetic interference.

Keyboard failure
1 Check whether the interface of the line is disconnected.
2 Check whether the circuit part of the keyboard is worn out.
3 Check whether the keyboard has interface or not.

Common troubleshooting
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Interactive Touch Display Packaging List：

Name Number

Touch Integrator 1 stations

Keypad 1 pieces

1.45M USB Touch Screen Communication Line 1 roots

1.45 m HDMI communication line 1 roots

Note: The products in this manual are subject to physical objects. The technical
parameters of the products are subject to change without prior notice.

Packing list


